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About This Game

The oppressed peasants on Roven Island hire seven mages to protect their homes and crops.

The legendary Roven Island is said to be the place where the gods rested after they created the world. The earth, water and air
there are still imbued with magic, which lures magic prospectors. These prospectors conduct savage raids at regular intervals on

one of the unnamed villages on the island, robbing the hard-working peasants of most of their harvest. And so, one day, the
peasants put together the last of their coin and hire the mages to protect them.

The epic RPG 7 Mages in the tradition of the greatest classics of the genre takes you around the magical island of Roven. You
will visit gloomy crypts beneath the city, cross an icy mountain pass, submerge beneath the surface of the ocean and venture into

the guts of a dead dragon. And lots more too! The game offers unique and very tactical turn-based combat with the option to
split up your team, use combat magic, elemental magic and all-new musical magic.
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A fantasy game reworking of the legendary movies Seven Samurai and The Magnificent Seven

14 fantastic environments

More than 30 types of enemy, most of them bringing new elements into combat

Highly tactical turn-based combat with the option to split up your team

60 combat, elemental and musical spells

Original puzzles on each new level
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Title: 7 Mages
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Napoleon Games, s.r.o.
Publisher:
Napoleon Games, s.r.o.
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader model 2.0 capable card with 512 VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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Didn't buy anything during Winter Sale just for this.

"Was it worth it?"
Kinda, it's only around $9 here in my region

The gameplay is good, i wish more character were added. i thought clownpiece would be in this game :(
Great soundtracks as always

but what bothers me is I think Marisa's spellcard Master Spark is too op?
you could've hit the opponent 'till knocked out and then use Master Spark to instantly win the round (on Story mode)

overall
Beer/ZUN. Even though I have only played this game for 0.2 hours as of this review I would only recomend it if you are trying
to think of a good reason so commit suicide. Enjoyable game for two people, not the hardest of riddles though you'll get stuck
here and there. Especially the cooperation has been well implemented with barely any exceptions; VR and non VR are equally
engaging and fun to do, so no issue about fighting for the headset.
Overall, it took us three hours to get through the coop campaign yet apparently more are in the works and there is a single player
one as well.

Pretty much bug free apart from a little glitch here and there though none game breaking. A little on the expensive side for the
current time you need for a play through, but I reckon another game as the other side (VR\/non VR) is still fun to do. Let's hope
more get's added and if it does, I can whole heartedly recommend the game for an evening together.. This game was very
impressive! I was a bit skeptical at first, but the horse riding mechanics were super neat, and the combat mechanics were really
fun! I could imagine playing this game for hours and never getting bored! I am most certainly looking forward to the full game..
Got this in a pack and I have to say it is actually really really fun. Wow, I haven't played a great game like this since way back in
the Sierra days. I had to stop playing to give my two cents..... developers, you are a class act. Thank you for a fantastic game
with true substance and a story line. Also the music is top notch and are graphics are simply wonderful.

I own hundreds of games but find myself losing interest or not getting into the game and just stop playing them so they sit there
collecting dust in my games list... this game captivated me from the beginning and I couldn't wait to begin playing again after
staying up too late playing last night.

Hope this developer continues to bring us more and more.... thank you again.. make me forget about dota which is good
mastiin good. I got it for free.

I WANT MY FREE BACK... After only 4 hours i can not recommend this game, for me the game is nearly unplayable...
There are so many bugs who completely kill this game.
For example:
After loading the game the layout of the restaurant has changed, so many of the tables and the ovens are standing on the street
and you have to completely rebuild the restaurant and pay for it.
Employees did not show up for shift.
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During free play with 20k profit a day, suddenly i've got no customers in any restaurant and making 20k minus a day, without
changing anything.
During the story missions, the enemy keeps destroing your restaurant so freequently and you can not do anything except for
repair and research countermeasures, but they won't help...
Maybe i will change the review when a new patch comes out which fixes the issues and improve the gameplay...
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It's pretty bad.

I give it bullet to the brain/10. Great game! One of the best arcade-style zombie games around, pretty simple to understand and
fun to play. The mechanics of the game are great, the developers are active and constantly pushing new updates through our
feedback. The best part is that you get the feel of being there since there is no teleport option and as you move in your play area,
you move in your fixed spot to grab stuff around. Everything is proportionally right, it feels so real that I even dropped the
controllers over the invisible table in front of me!

Totally recommended.. is there a away to use keyboad and mouse
. I just couldn't bring myself to give this game a thumbs up. A lot of people were raving about how scary it was and I've never
tried a VR horror game yet, so thought I'd give it a whirl. To start I'll give praise for the multiple locomotion options, props for
that! My favourite was armswinger as it feels the most natural of the 3. Walking through the door the environment did glitch
and put me in the top of the door which was a bit disorientating.
My main gripe with the game is that it's far too dark. I know I know, it's a horror game, it's supposed to be dark, but when the
Vive has horrible SDE in black/very dark scenes, this totally breaks immersion, which then makes the game not scary anymore.
I think this is why I didn't feel any of it was scary until the ending, which did make me jump a little bit, but only a little bit.
Other negatives include, not being able to interact with anything. Interaction increases immersion! I had hands that could close,
but I couldn't grab anything, or move anything.
The best part of the game for me was after the ending where everything was floating in the room, that bit was kind of cool, but
when the best bit is after the game ends, it's not a great sign.
I really wanted this to be good, but unfortunately for me, it just wasn't. It needs a lot of work and a hell of a lot of polish to
make it into a game that could sell.
Overall a disappointing first horror VR experience, which was a shame.. Meh it's ok. Wasn't a fan at first, just because it looked
like your typical janky survival game. I planned on refunding it due to the price point being a bit steep with where its at
(version0.5.10). But actually taking some time with it, im starting to really enjoy this game. Reminds me of a more hardcore Far
Cry 3. For now the survival aspect seems a bit too easy with safe houses containing everything you need, atleast on the normal
difficulty. With that said you can always play on hardcore which I dont dare to play yet, due to the firefights being pretty intense
with even just one enemy. You have to be aware of your surroundings at all times, one screw up and thats it, you go back to your
last saved location. My favorite feature of this game so far has to be the gun play mixed with the true first person camera, it
feels great. Overall a pretty intense\/stressful survival game with realistic aspects, definitely keep your eye on this one.. Last
update (0.265) destroyed the whole game. Now you have to grind every level like 50 times to be able to win in the single player
campaign. Good job, devs! --'. This game looked promising, but unfortunate it's incomplete. Looks like a first beta, the
movement aren't fluid (and this is unforgivable, because is one of the main features of the original!) many animations are
missing or are poorly drawn and many things looks like they put there for something, but the publisher release the game before
they could implemented.

I really love the original! Actually i still playing it from time to time, so i'm very disapointed that this game last short of what it
should be.. I'm sorry, who's idea was this?. This was setup as a music video instead of the previous Hop Step Sing! which was
more of a VR concert. As a music video it's pretty good the scene changes were wonderful the song and dance was great. The
only wierd issue was that when you start it doesn't recenter where I'm at (it seems to just consider my play space as the center).
As such I moved myself to the center and restarted the app to fix it.

I liked this one better than the previous Hop Step Sing! The directing on this was great which in a VR experience it can be pretty
difficult. Everything was well polished and I quite liked their costumes.
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